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DASH OF VARIETY FEATURES PLAY BY WOMEN'S GLEE CLUB

"Petie du Printemps" Concert

FRANÇOISE LAURENCE

MUSICAL DIRECTOR

"Petie du Printemps," the women's musical ensemble of the u.

natural text start

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY ATHLETIC BOARD

Growing out of the activity of chau-

naxtic late to send Edgar Hoff-

man, to be the Petie du Printemps

by his mark of 4 feet 11 1/2 inches, a

considerable sum of money, which

raised the winners in track and

the athletic board is now in line with

the proposition.

When questioned last night by

Director Howard J. Hansen he said he

did not know what action he would

take. The surprising thing was his

the matter in which the

road was handled.

had the athletic board decided to

come from a season at the Theatre du

Vivre Colombo in Paris, where they

have been appearing in the plays

that are in the mounted list.

Andre Charis is a Parisian who

has been accepted to represent the

Paris Conservatory with the French

tragedian Mount Daily. He

appeared for the second time at the

Theatre du Globe in Paris under the

direction of Andre Charis, who was

the first one to introduce modern stage

in France.

Marcelle Darcy, a Belgian by birth,

studied both at the Brussels and

Paris Conservatories and after playing

for several seasons in leading parts

in Brussels, Geneva, and Paris, she

came to this country with her uncle,

the Belgian solicitor Ciracy. Last

season she returned in France where

she had a very attractive season in

Paris.

Prof. C. E. Young of the department

of Romance Languages, in speaking

to the French Club yesterday,

said: "All the action in a French

college is centered about an

academic machine (these are major or

minor). This attention to detail

results in performance with a finish

that is not often found on our stage."

Miss Miller said: "We have a unique

director of the band, Professor

Rousset, who took his position

before the University art faculty,

which existence was announced

yesterday. The concert will be in the

natural science auditorium.

"The concert program is not

ready until April 23," said Miss

Miller. "We have been working on

the program of the next concert

reader to be given by the

University art faculty, which exists

nearly three years."

The concert is to be held

in the natural science

auditorium.

The band is to consist of seven

trumpets, two cornets, three

bassoons, two baritone, and two

tuba. The music will include the

anthem of the editor's club and the

business manager's song, which

will be held over a month and a

business and musical situations of the group discussed.

Each candidate must have with him his copy of the

registration of the university showing he is

enrolled in the course he is to take and

accounting for fifty-fours which

and is good and regular standing in the university.
There is a difference in having at Pan University and having for it.

The CURIOUS CUB

He will ask three persons each day questions on timely campus topics. Tell him your answers.

Today's question: What do you think of the Overall Order?

Martin J. Pianta, senior editor: Engineers don't seem very strong for the idea. When the question was brought up by the other evening meeting of the held the opinion that old clothes would serve the purpose just as well as overalls. I think so myself.

Laurence J. Herbst '22, business student: No, the every cross, cannot last. If a man wants to defend the high seat of dressing, it wear his old clothes. And by the way, there a lot of old dress suits lying around.

The club will thrive because it fills out.

The Iowan has nearly complete. Two letters is completely organized and its purpose extended and attained the campus will have underway a striking and perceptible change.

The club is a man with.

COASTS

The home of Hart Schaffner & Marx clothes

Sell by leading

One of your best friends is your pencil.

LEADS

quickens your pencil work. makes it easier and better. It is a friend in need and need.

Life Insurance

and Education

It has become a axiom in America that education is a necessity and not a luxury, or rather that the lack of education is not, but rather that the lack of education is inevitable to the success of any man, as well as to the success of any nation. This is evidenced by the fact that the student body has grown out of all proportion to the increase of population in the United States. With this growth in the student body, the necessity of having a policy of life insurance is absolutely apparent. Where it is necessary for students to make a loan to enable them to finish their education, they will find the policy will not suit them. A policy of life insurance is utterly unsatisfactory to the student's needs. It will be able to pay off out of the pocketbook.

The advantage of a policy is in the fact that it is not a loan, but an investment of money. The student will find that he will save money instead of the current expenditure of the necessary items of his life.

WASHINGTON

The master drains pencil

Just as unreliable as it is.
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DANCE!
Burkeley Hotel Ball Room
Saturday Night
APRIL 24th

Property Chaperoned

MRS. J. L. DOUGHERTY

take a Tip from us!-
Nowadays men realize the value of good clothes
OUR TWO-DAY BARGAIN DAYS
have been such a marked success that we decided
to have
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
as real special price days. This will especially
apply to our YOUNG MEN'S SPRING SUITS
We have selected TWO SPECIAL LotS of Young
Men's Suits ranging in value, $50, $55 and $60
in the latest Spring Models for Friday and
Saturday at-
$45 and $50

See our window display for
Society Brand Clothes

Special Lot Mens
Union Suits
$2.00 values at
$1.39

Special Lot of
Men's Dress Shirts
$2.00 values at
$1.59

BREMER'S
GOLDEN EAGLE
IOWA CITY, IOWA

GARDEN
Theater
Today and Tomorrow
ALICE LAKE
Stores in
SHORE ACRES
also
WOES OF A WOMAN

PARLIOIR DANCE
Pauline FREDERICK
in
THE WOMAN IN
ROOM "13"
Also
MRS. JOE MARTIN

The famous monkey comedian

"Putting your foot in it" is all right if they're
Edw. Clapp Oxfords

We've won a lot of prestige in a mighty short time. There's
a number of reasons to account for it. Our courtesy, our ex­
pert fitting, our fairness of price have had a part in bring­
ing many friends—Perhaps the greatest reason is the fact
that we carry Edwin Clapp shoes.
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Correctly Styled Suits
Regrouped and Repriced

You may take your choice of any suit in stock that sold up to $100.00 at
$25, $35, $45, $55 and $75

The materials are Serge, Triosteins, Velvets, Poplins and other much wanted fabrics.

These suits will appeal to women who want to be well dressed at a small outlay.

The styles and fabrics are the latest and include sizes for the short, slim and stout figure.

NOTE! Jersey suits and summer suits are not included in this offering.

Wirthmore Blouses
$6.75
Surely you will not fail to add one of these Georgeo and Tab Silk blouses to your wardrobe, for they are charming new arrivals from the style center of the country.

Come Early Tomorrow

Fitrite Petticoats

When you put on a "Fitrite" Petticoat you will find to your de- light that it has that pleasing effect so much desired with the present dress. Cotton top and silk flounce $5.00. All silk "$6.75" Petticoats are moderately priced at $6.98 and upward.